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In 1989, Stalk [2] described Time is the next source of competitive
advantage in the business world. Today, Time is on the cutting edge
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for all walks of life. Companies will capitalize on time as a key driver
of competitive advantage – shortening the planning and the
production process across the organization, managing time the way
most companies manage quality and cost. These companies are
classified as time-based competitors.
Among the studies of time-based competition (TBC) paradigms [3],
Quick Response Manufacturing (QRM) was introduced by Suri [4] to
achieve customer satisfaction through reducing the lead time in a lowvolume high-mix manufacturing environment. To realize this goal, a
control strategy tool called POLCA (Paired-cell Overlapping Loops of
Cards with Authorization) was designed and implemented to regulate
the flow of jobs at various stations of the manufacturing system.
This study proposed an alternative option to POLCA by using the
utilization based approach to control material flow. Data was collected
from the actual job shop and simulated. Section 2 provides an
overview of the QRM principles and the POLCA and the Utilization
Based control mechanisms are explained. Section 3 describes the
methodology of the study. Section 4 discussed the quantitative and
qualitative analyses of the experimental results followed by the
concluding remarks and future research directions in section 5.

2.0

QUICK RESPONSE MANUFACTURING

The common nature in job shop environment of low-volume, highmix and custom-engineered production is in line with the
characteristics of Responsive Manufacturing described in the
comparative study with other manufacturing paradigms i.e. Current
Mass Manufacturing, Lean Manufacturing, Mass Customization and
Agile Manufacturing [5]. The QRM system was opted in this project
due to its similarity, conceptually to Responsive Manufacturing. In a
comparison of the modern manufacturing paradigms, Nambiar [6]
revealed QRM as the most suitable strategy for a manufacturer’s setup
along with these three characteristics i.e. high-mix, low-volume and
custom-engineered. In the QRM system, material flow is controlled
through application of the POLCA mechanism. Distinctiveness of
POLCA and constant work in process (CONWIP) [7-8], for controlling
work in process (WIP) in such a complex environment are illustrated
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2.1

QRM: POLCA Material Control Mechanism

POLCA is exclusively designed for low-volume, high mixed type
environments [4]. Hopp and Spear [12] define POLCA as pull system
due to its triggering authorization mechanism. The card (Figure 2)
Journal of Advanced
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used as
the triggering
mechanism can be in physical or electronic form
[13].
The visual authorization mechanism of POLCA enables the planner to
regulate flow of jobs by stating planned release dates on each received
customer order. In order to start production, a cell needs to attach a
card that specifies the next cell to visit after completing the order in
this cell. The triggering mechanism determines an upper limit of the
Work-in-progress (WIP) on the production and hence on the
production throughput time [14]. Figure 2 shows a typical POLCA
card and Figure 3 demonstrates how POLCA cards regulate the
materials movement within the production zone.

Figure 2: POLCA card for loop P1/F2 [4]

Loop P1/F2

Loop A4/S1

An order
routed through
P1, F2, A4 & S1
cells

Loop F2/A4

Two
printing
cells

Three
fabrication
cells

Four
assembly
cells

One
shipping
cell

Figure 3: Pulling in action of POLCA cards [4]
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2.2

Utilization based (UB) Material Control Approach

The UB approach is mainly applying some QRM key principles as
shown in Figure 1. The approach is driving a whole new way of
completing a job with the focus lead time minimization rather than
emphasizing on traditional utilization and efficiency [4]. Taking time
out of the system requires completely rethinking how production,
Journal of Advanced Manufacturing Technology (JAMT)
materials supply, office-based and other non-operational works are
organized.
One of the most striking concepts emphasized in the QRM approach is
that critical resources do not have to be running all the time as
illustrated on the traditional view in Figure 4a. QRM suggests that
critical resources be utilized at 80% or even 70% capacity (Figure 4b).
QRM will eliminate the complex series of dysfunctional interactions,
long lead times, growing queues, jobs spending a lot of time waiting
for resources that result from the present 100% utilization policy.
QRM will show how idle capacity actually serves as a strategic
investment that will pay for itself many times over in increased sales,
higher quality and lower costs [16].
It is impossible to manage utilization driven material control without
a proper monitoring system. Hence, here comes another QRM
principles of having Manufacturing Requirement Planning (MRP)
system serve an important function of assisting with material supply.
In this case study, MRP is used for a higher level of planning via realtime utilization monitoring and providing authorization but not for
micro-managing work centres. Complementing the MRP with a UB
material control method combines the best of push and pull strategies.
To realize all the principles above, the organization must have an
empowered quick response office cell or planning team. This team
helps to get significant reduction of lead times for jobs such as
quoting, order processing especially quick decision making upon jobs
received from the customers. The closed-loop monitoring of real time
machine utilization enables the team to response quickly to either
continue production in-house or outsource to other selected and
qualified suppliers.
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2.4

Manufacturing Critical-path Time

Suri [18] defined Manufacturing Critical-path Time (MCT) as the time
captured in calendar days starting from the customer order, through
the critical path, until the delivery of the first end-item of that order.
MCT is a simple yet powerful metric to quantify total system-wide
waste of an organization.
The
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MCT is a simple yet powerful metric to quantify total system-wide
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waste of an organization.
The analysis of this real time measurement help to identify which part
or subset of an enterprise is needed for improvement. The MCT can
be illustrated at best in an MCT Map. Figure 5 illustrates an example
of the MCT Map for an order from receipt at a company until the
order is completed and shipped to customer.
In Figure 5, we can clearly view the lead times of different processes at
this specified subset of the organization. For example, we can see in
this map that the gear parts take 47 days and hence the longest critical
path. The map provides a clear insight of what is going on in the
process with very little explanation required. The waiting times that
Journal of Advanced
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shown
proportionally
on the map exposes the highest potential areas
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As in most simulation studies, the major effort for this project was
Journal of
Manufacturing
Technology
spent
inAdvanced
collecting
input data
to construct a valid model to represent
the current scenario in the case company. The study was conducted in
a real job shop environment manufacturing high precision
components. Hence this methodology relies heavily on shop floor
involvement throughout all phases of the simulation activities. The
input data such as process time, route, set up time and arrival time are
gathered for the modelling. This project used the WITNESS discrete
event simulation software to develop and execute the model. After the
base model was developed and statistically validated, a subsequent
and more detailed model was validated against the actual factory
historical data. More input and detailed data were added to model
only as needed to answer specific questions. Throughput (TP), work
in progress (WIP), flow time (FT) and MCT are used as the
performance measures. The objectives is to analyse the results of the
current and POLCA model with machine utilization based (UB)
simulation models set at 80%, 85% and 90% as maximum loading
limit. WIP is defined as the numbers of jobs stay between first work
Journal of Advanced Manufacturing Technology (JAMT)
center and end point of product routing [22]. TP is defined as the
number of completed products per time unit [22]. Flow time is the
referred to time between the job release and its end of routing [22].
The results are discussed in the following section.
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Figure 6: Process of the simulation study

4.0

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The current, POLCA and machine utilization based simulation models
were processed with the same set of orders. The performance
measures were compiled and summarized in Table 1 and Figure 7.
As shown in Table 1, results of TP, WIP and FT under POLCA system
are better than current system which is consistent with the previous
study [23]. From this study, UB system needs shorter FT to clear the
WIP as compared to POLCA. However, TP percentage in UB system is
showing lower for all scenarios set at 90%, 85% and 80% loading.
Some important (in author’s view) points of this simulation effect can
be interpreted.
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The advantage of UB system is the strategy developed based on QRM
view (Figure 4b). The direct relationship between utilization and lead
time enables company to determine the level of loading to be
controlled in order to meet the desired lead time. For example, Figure
7 shows an estimated MCT of 10 days if the production controls at the
range of 80-90% loading. The simple loading-control decision to
regulate the order release reduces MCT of UB system by 33% vs.
POLCA (Figure 7). This means any job order received can be
completed within 2 weeks or less. The shorter MCT is desired, the
lower utilization control is required. This will help the company to
excel in the market with the shortest MCT in the long run.
Form the simulation study, this paper offers two clear strategies for
QRM implementation. The conventional POLCA presents a more
economical way by regulating the material flow using cards. The
challenges include the maintenance of the cards for constant changes
in the busy shop floor and longer MCT (vs, UB system). UB system
introduces a more flexible method through utilization control in the
shop floor. Additionally, UB enables quick decision change for the
utilization control level to response unpredictable delivery demand of
customers. It must be integrated with MRP system or some basic
material tracking system for real-time capacity utilization monitoring.
As such, higher cost may be incurred. Though POLCA and UB system
are originated from QRM, having both implemented simultaneously
seems not viable due to different job release rule, which may create
confusion in the shop floor.
Journal of Advanced Manufacturing Technology (JAMT)

The limitations in the modeling include all the machines are treated
universal to run any job at any time as long as the machines are

available. Besides, the modeling assumes all the jobs are outsourceable
regardless of which process reached the loading limit set by the
management.

5.0

CONCLUSION

The simulation model was developed to study the job shop based on
data collected from a real world industrial environment. The
performance of the current system, POLCA and the Utilization Based
(UB) Material Control mechanisms were experimented. Overall UB
system performed better by having lower WIP, shorter FT and MCT,
and better overall
(inclusiveSpecial
of outsourced
jobs).
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cost impact of implementing this specific recommendation is not

data collected from a real world industrial environment. The
Journal of Advanced
performance
of Manufacturing
the current Technology
system, POLCA and the Utilization Based
(UB) Material Control mechanisms were experimented. Overall UB
system performed better by having lower WIP, shorter FT and MCT,
and better overall TP (inclusive of outsourced jobs). Measuring the
cost impact of implementing this specific recommendation is not
within the scope. Besides, a change in product mix requires
substantial effort for costing analysis, which opens an opportunity for
future research.
The intention of this study is not only to appreciate the outcome of the
experimentations but also to put forward recommendations for
decision-making process and implementation on the shop floor. The
integration of the UB control mechanism in an overall QRM
framework to be implemented in the company is conceptualized in
Figure 8.
Overall UB system performed better by having lower WIP, shorter FT
and MCT, and better overall TP (inclusive of outsourced jobs).
Measuring the cost impact of implementing this specific
recommendation is not within the scope. Besides, a change in product
mix requires substantial effort for costing analysis, which opens an
opportunity for future research.
Either POLCA or UB system is a viable lead time reduction strategy
depending on the company’s capability. POLCA is more economical
with the fragile cards system while UB method demonstrates flexible
Journal
of
Advanced
Manufacturing
Technology
(JAMT)
utilization
control
mechanism
by integrating with material tracking
Journal of Advanced
Manufacturing
Technology
(JAMT)
system where additional cost will be incurred.
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In general, the simulation team acknowledges that the implementation
In general, the simulation team acknowledges that the implementation
of the UB system contributed to MCT decrease by 33% (Figure 7). This
of the UB system contributed to MCT decrease by 33% (Figure 7). This
has directly boosted the confidence level to finish the incoming
has directly boosted the confidence level to finish the incoming
customer orders with the shortest time possible, making it a viable
customer orders with the shortest time possible, making it a viable
strategy with competitive advantage to be considered by companies
strategy with competitive advantage to be considered by companies
that want to secure more business tomorrow.
that want to secure more business tomorrow.
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